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**CITIZENSHIP**

Language codes: engfre
Other class number: YB.5.2
Shelf mark: **YB.5.2 ADO**
Corporate Author: Council of Europe
Title: *Adopted texts on education for democratic citizenship*
= *Textes adoptés sur l'éducation à la citoyenneté démocratique*
Publication info: Strasbourg : Conseil de l'Europe, 1999
Physical descrip: 53 p.
*General public note:* Presents the main texts on education for democratic citizenship adopted by the Committee of Ministers and the parliamentary Assembly
ISBN: 92-871-4042-
YB.5.2 ADO

Other class number: YB.EUROPE
Personal Author: Janoski, Thomas
Title: *Citizenship and civil society: A framework of rights & obligations in liberal, traditional, and social democratic regimes*
Publication info: Cambridge University Press, 1998
Physical descrip: 316 p.
*Abstract:* Using W. Hohfeld's theory of law, the book shows how legal, political, social, and participation rights are systematically related to liberties, claims, and immunities. It also examines the balance between rights and obligations.
SU CERES: Europe/Europe
ISBN: 0521635810
YB600

Other class number: YB.5.3
Shelf mark: **YB.5.3 CIT**
Corporate Author: The British Council
Title: *Citizenship education and human rights education: Key concepts and debates*
Publication info: The British Council, 2000
Physical descrip: 32 p.
*Abstract:* provides an overview of the key issues and debates in the UK and elsewhere that link Citizenship Education and Human Rights Education. It looks at commonalities between the two areas, as well as where they have different concerns; it identifies problems in the implementation of both; and it locates the benefits of trying to integrate them.
SU CERES: human rights/droits de l'homme
SU CERES: human rights education aids education aux droits de l'homme
ISBN: 0863554636
YB677
Other class number: YB.EUROPE
Title: Concepts of democratic citizenship
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 165 p.
Abstract: Six professors present their own theories on the conditions and prerequisites for the creation of a shared European democratic culture.
SU CERES: Europe/Europe
ISBN: 92-871-4452-4
YB625

Other class number: YB.LANGUAGE LEARNING
Corporate Author: Conseil de l'education culturelle; Comite de l'education
Title: La diversite linguistique en faveur de la citoyennete democratique en Europe: Vers un document-cadre pour des politiques linguistiques educatives. Actes de la Conference, Innsbruck (Autriche), 10-12 mai 1999
Publication info: Strasbourg: Conseil de l'Europe, 2000
Abstract: Reports, presentations and discussions on how linguistic diversity can and should play a powerful role in promoting democratic citizenship.
SU CERES: languages/langues
ISBN: 92-871-4383-8
YB696

Other class number: YB-YOUTH EXCHANGES
Personal Author: Jeanne Kraus (ed.)
Title: Echanges et mobite des jeunes en Europe. Actes de colloque de Strasbourg 12-14 mai 1994
Publication info: Institute National de la Jeunesse et de l'Education Populaire 1995
Abstract: On pedagogical conditions concerning the mobility of young people, namely intercultural learning, pedagogical diversity, methods of animation, approach to a European citizenship, disadvantaged groups.
SU CERES: youth exchange/echange de jeunes
YB175

Other class number: YB.EDUCATION
Title: Education and social cohesion. Education Committee Forum, 23 March 2000, Strasbourg
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 71 p.
Abstract: Some of the topics discussed at the Forum: rising illiteracy rates, school dropouts, promoting citizenship participation through curricula, lifelong learning.
SU CERES: education/education
YB628

Other class number: YB.EDUCATION
Title: Education et cohesion sociale. Forum du Comite de l'education, 23 mars 2000, Strasbourg
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 71 p.
Abstract: Some of the topics discussed at the Forum: rising illiteracy rates, school dropouts, promoting citizenship participation through curricula, lifelong learning.
SU CERES: education/education
YB629
Abstract: A folder with four booklets: Education for democratic citizenship: a lifelong learning perspective; Strategies for learning democratic citizenship; Basic concepts and core competencies for education for democratic citizenship; Sites of citizenship: empowerment, participation and partnerships.

SU CERES: citizenship education

YB729

Other class number: YB-CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

Title: Education for global citizenship. Examples of good practice in global education in Europe.
Publication info: The North-South Centre of the Council of Europe, 1995

Abstract: Examples of global education materials and activities.

SU CERES: training/formation

YB64

Other class number: YB-CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

Personal Author: Fajth, Gaspar (ed.)
Title: I giovani nelle societa in transformazione -- sintesi
Publication info: Firenze : Centro di Ricerca Innocenti dell'UNICEF, 2000
Physical descrip: 28 p.
Other language : eng 8300
Series AE Title: (Rapporto di Monitoraggio Regionale ; No. 7)

Abstract: Reports on the 15-24 age group in CEE and the CIS, looking at their health, education, labour market entry, role a citizens and in conflict with the law. Identifies the new risks and challenges and the priorities for youth friendly policies.

SU Geographical: Europe de l'Est Eastern Europe
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: aspects juridiques legal aspects

Added corp author: Progetto
Electronic access: http://www.unicef-icdc.org

YB.3-053.7 FAJ
**Abstract:** Explains the methodology of citizenship education.

SU CERES: education/education  
SU CERES: human rights droits de l'homme  
SU CERES: human rights education education aux droits de l'homme  
Editor/Add. author: Krapf, Peter  

**Title:** An outline of planning elements and learning methods in human rights and civic education  
**Publication info:** Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1998  
**Physical descrip:** 37 p.

**Abstract:** Explains the methodology of citizenship education.

SU CERES: education/education  
SU CERES: human rights droits de l'homme  
SU CERES: human rights education education aux droits de l'homme  
Editor/Add. author: Krapf, Peter

**Title:** Paroles de jeunes une enquête de CSA Opinion -- ce qu'ils disent de la société dans laquelle ils vivent, état des lieux, des attitudes, des attentes  
**Publication info:** Marly-le-Roi : INJEP, 1999  
**Physical descrip:** 76 p.

**Abstract:** Survey of French young people aged 16-26 grouped according to levels of qualification who report on their attitudes towards violence, society, transitions within their respective environments, their potentials, employment, daily life and citizenship.

SU CERES: jeunesse youth  
SU CERES: societe  
SU CERES: emploi employment  
SU CERES: citoyenneté citizenship  
Added corp author: Institut National de la Jeunesse et de l'Education Populaire. Unité de la documentation, de l'information at des publications

**Title:** Participation and citizenship: training for minority youth projects in Europe  
**Publication info:** Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1998  
**Physical descrip:** 115 p.

**Abstract:** Gives the background to the Long Term Training Course for Participation and Citizenship of Minority Youth in Europe, details of the projects and examples of good practice. Foreword by the late Lord Menuhin.  

SU CERES: minority groups/groupes minoritaires  

**Title:** Project on Education for democratic citizenship: Resolution adopted by the Council of Europe Ministers of Education at their 20th session, Cracow, Poland, 15-17 Octobre 2000  
**Publication info:** Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000  
**Physical descrip:** 8 p.

SU CERES: citizenship education
Abstract: Reports on the 15-24 age group in CEE and the CIS, looking at their health, education, labour market entry, role a citizens and in conflict with the law. Identifies the new risks and challenges and the priorities for youth friendly policies.

SU Geographical: Europe de l'Est Eastern Europe
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: santé health
SU CERES: éducation education
SU CERES: citoyenneté citizenship
SU CERES: aspects juridiques legal aspects

Added corp author: UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre. MONEE project
Electronic access: http://www.unicef-icdc.org
YB.3-053.7 FAJ

Language codes: eng
Other class number: CE.21
COE class number: I.2
Personal Author: McCarthy, Stephen (rapp.)
Title: Youth cultures, lifestyles and citizenship
Publication info: Strasbourg : Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 114 p.
Other language : 187220-1001
Security class: public coe
Series AE Title: (Studies and reports)

Abstract: Seminar contribution to the implementation of the education for democratic citizenship dimension of the Council of Europe's work. Covers four key issues : visions of society, attitudes and values, communication and participation. Presents the results of the workshops and proposals from participants, youth workers and practitioners.

SU Geographical: Europe
Genre index term: 2Local
Added corp author: Council of Europe. European Youth Centre. Seminar (19981208-19981213 : Budapest)
YB.10. MCC

Other class number: YB-YOUTH CULTURE
Personal Author: McCarthy, Steven
Title: Youth cultures, lifestyles and citizenship. Report on a Council of Europe seminar, EYCB 8-13 December 1998
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 117 p.

Abstract: Report on a seminar concerning education for democratic citizenship
Local note: GIFT
SU CERES: youth
SU CERES: culture/culture
YB133

Language codes: eng
Corporate Author: Council of Europe. Directorate of Youth and Sport
Title: Youth research in Europe -- the next generation : perspectives on transitions, identities and citizenship
Publication info: Strasbourg Council of Europe, 2001
Physical descrip: 200 p.

Abstract: Youth research essays - developing agendas marginalised young people, youth research in Central and Eastern Europe, gendered technologies, vulnerable youth, unemployment issues, juvenile delinquency in post-communist societies, substitute care for children, and students' socio-economic problems.

Bulletin heading: LIO,
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: politique de la jeunesse youth policy
SU CERES: recherche research
SU CERES: délinquance juvénile juvenile delinquency
Editor/Add. author: Guidikova, Irena (préf.)
COE.I.9/2001 YO
YB.3-053.7 STA
PARTICIPATION

Other class number: YB.EDUCATION
Title: *Citoyennete, identites: Nouvelles figures de la citoyennete et formes actuelles de l'engagement des jeunes.* Document de l'INJEP, hors-serie 4
Publication info: INJEP, 1997
Physical descrip: 145 p.
Abstract: Proceedings of a colloque concerning the question of identity, its changes, and participation of young people.
SU CERES: education/education
YB711

Language codes: fre
Personal Author: Kovatcheva, Siyka
Title: *Clés pour la participation des jeunes en Europe orientale*
Publication info: Strasbourg : Conseil de l'Europe, 2001
Physical descrip: 95 p.
Other language : Keys to youth participation in eastern Europe
Abstract: Outlines the forms, resources and objectives of participation in social life of the first post Cold War generation in Europe, and looks at the key influences past and present on youth participation in post-communist societies. Reviews youth participation projects highlighting good practice and the ways in which they have made a successful contribution to the social transformation of their societies.
Bulletin heading: LIO.
SU Geographical: Europe de l'Est Eastern Europe
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: participation politique political participation
SU CERES: participation sociale social participation
SU CERES: organisations de jeunesse youth organizations
SU CERES: programmes de travail work programmes
SU CERES: protection de l'environnement environmental protection
Added corp author: Conseil de l'Europe. Direction de la jeunesse et du sport
ISBN: 92-871-4481-8
YB.323.2 KOV

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Personal Author: Boukobza, Eric
Title: *Cles pour la participation: Guide a l'usage des praticiens*
Local note: GIFT
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 92-871-3573-8
YB315

Other class number: YB.CULTURE
Title: *Culture, creativity, and the young: thematic studies*
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1997
SU CERES: culture/culture
YB297

Other class number: YB-MINORITIES
Title: *A Euro-Arab youth dialogue for mutual understanding and cooperation. Symposium at the European Youth Centre Budapest, 10-15 December 1996*
Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Personal Author: Mockli, Silvano
Title: Les instruments de la démocratie directe dans les pays membres du Conseil de l'Europe
Publication info: Strasbourg: Conseil de l'Europe, 1996
Physical descrip: 33 p.
SU CERES: participation/participation
YS62

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Personal Author: Mockli, Silvano
Title: Instruments of direct democracy in the member states of the Council of Europe
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1996
Physical descrip: 33 p.
SU CERES: participation/participation
YS61

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Corporate Author: Ministere de la Jeunesse et des Sports, Institut de l'Enfance et de la Famille
Title: Jeunes mais citoyens : quelle éducation pour quelle citoyenneté
Publication info: Institut de l'Enfance et de la Famille, n.d.
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 2110887842
YS69

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Personal Author: Boukobza, Eric
Title: Keys to participation: A practitioner's guide
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1998
Physical descrip: 112 p.
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 9287135746
YS55

Language codes: eng
Personal Author: Kovacheva, Siyka
Title: Keys to participation in eastern Europe
Publication info: Strasbourg Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 91 p.
Other language: Clés pour la participation des jeunes en Europe orientale 92-871-4481-8
Abstract: Outlines the forms, resources and objectives of participation in social life of the first post cold war generation in Europe. Presents a modern concept of participation and looks at the key influences past and present on youth participation in post-communist societies. From a review of projects in the region highlights the recurrent features of good practice and the different ways in which youth participation projects have made a successful contribution to the social transformation of their societies.
Bulletin heading: LIO,
SU Geographical: Europe de l'Est Eastern Europe
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: participation politique political participation
SU CERES: participation sociale social participation
SU CERES: organisations de jeunesse youth organizations
SU CERES: programmes de travail work programmes
SU CERES: creativite creativity
SU CERES: protection de l'environnement environmental protection
Added corp author: Council of Europe. Directorate of Youth and Sport
ISBN: 92-871-4482-6
Y.323.2 KOV

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Title: La participation des jeunes
Physical descrip: 33 p.
Abstract: Recommendations and observations of the European Steering Committee for Intergovernmental Co-operation in the Youth Field
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 92-871-3235-6
YB363

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Title: Leerlingen-raad en daad: Praktisch handboek voor leerlingenraden
Publication info: Vlaamse Scholierkoepel VZW, 2000
Abstract: A handbook in Dutch on participation in the work of student councils.
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 9034112292
YB757

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Corporate Author: European Steering Committee for CDEJ
Title: The participation of young people
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1997
Physical descrip: 33 p.
Abstract: Recommendations and observations of the European Steering Committee for Intergovernmental Co-operation in the Youth Field
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 92-871-3235-6
YB364A

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Publication info: Strasbourg: Conseil de l'Europe, 1999
Abstract: Report on the International Training Course for Roma/Gypsy Youth Leaders with the aim of giving them the skills necessary to plan community-based projects for the purpose of strengthening civil society in Europe on the basis of participation.
SU CERES: participation/participation
YB11

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1999
Abstract: Report on the International Training Course for Roma/Gypsy Youth Leaders with the aim of giving them
the skills necessary to plan community-based projects for the purpose of strengthening civil society in Europe on the basis of participation.

SU CERES: participation/participation
YB10

Language codes: eng
Corporate Author: Institute of Children and Youth. Samova 3, 101 00, Prague 10
Title: Some selected views of the youth in the Czech Republic in the light of research
Publication info: Prague : Institute of Children and Youth, 1999
Physical descrip: 47 p. : ill.
General public note: Ring binder with loose leaves
Abstract: Study based on data collected in 1998 and 1999. Covers demographic characteristics, education, the status of youth and children as regards their rights, youth attitudes, social participation, criminality, drug dependency and addiction prevention, state policy towards young people, programmes supporting civil associations activities, children and youth organisation and leisure.
SU Geographical: République tchèque Czech Republic
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: tendances trends
Added corp author: Czech Republic. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport
YB.3-053.7 MIN

Other class number: YB.PARTICIPATION
Title: La taille des communes, l'efficacité et la participation des citoyens. Communes et régions d'Europe, no. 56
Publication info: Strasbourg: Conseil de l'Europe, 1995
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 92-871-2657-7
YB295

Other class number: YB.YOUTH RESEARCH
Personal Author: Gazso, Ferenc (eds.)
Title: Vesztesek: Ifjúság az ezredfordulon
Publication info: Ezredfordulo Alapitvany, 1995
Abstract: Papers on the following: social processes within the young generations; youth marginalisation; youth unemployment; the political participation and socialisation of young people; European and national identity.
SU CERES: youth/jeunesse
SU CERES: research/recherche
Editor/Add. author: Stumpf, Istvan (eds.)
ISBN: 9630453266
YB510

Other class number: YOUTH RESEARCH
Title: Young people in changing societies: The MONEE Project, CEE/CIS/Baltics. Regional monitoring report 7
Publication info: UNICEF, 1999
Physical descrip: 176 p.
Abstract: Report containing an update on the social and economic trends affecting children and families in the region, in-depth analysis of a particular theme (rights and participation) and a detailed statistical index.
SU CERES: youth/jeunesse
SU CERES: research/recherche
ISBN: 8885401651
YB587

Language codes: eng
Title: Youth and democracy, is there a crisis ? -- report of the International IDEA's 1999 Democracy Forum "What's
so great about democracy? The youth speak up!"
Publication info: Stockholm : International IDEA, 1999
Physical descrip: 19 p.
Abstract: Looks at young people in the frontline of democratic change, strategies to encourage participation and political involvement, ways of finding new forms of representation and interviews with some of the participants. Includes strategies and recommendations to encourage political participation.
SU CERES: jeunesse youth
SU CERES: participation politique political participation
SU CERES: vote voting
SU CERES: democratie democracy
Y.321.7 INT

Language codes: eng
Personal Author: McCarthy, Stephen (rapp.)
Title: Youth cultures, lifestyles and citizenship
Publication info: Strasbourg : Council of Europe, 2000
Physical descrip: 114 p.
Other language : 187220-1001
Security class: public coe
Series AE Title: (Studies and reports)
Abstract: Seminar contribution to the implementation of the education for democratic citizenship dimension of the Council of Europe’s work. Covers four key issues: visions of society, attitudes and values, communication and participation. Presents the results of the workshops and proposals from participants, youth workers and practitioners.
SU Geographical: Europe
SU CERES: jeunesse
SU CERES: citoyenneté
SU CERES: democratie
SU CERES: pluralisme culturel
Added corp author: Council of Europe. European Youth Centre. Seminar (19981208-19981213 : Budapest)
YB.10. MCC

Other class number: YB-6.1 YOU
Title: Youth in the information society
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1997
Physical descrip: 222 p.
Abstract: Theoretical analysis and empirical description of issues such as the role of technology in leisure, participation or escape, and its relation to cultural forms, social transformation, alternative lifestyles, identity formation and interpersonal relationships.
SU CERES: information society/societe de l'information
YB332

Other class number: YB-PARTICIPATION
Title: Youth voter participation. Involving today's young in tomorrow's democracy.
Publication info: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA) 1999
Physical descrip: 103 p.
Abstract: Report which documents the scope of low youth voter turnout internationally, explores the causes of this and identifies possible solutions.
SU CERES: participation/participation
ISBN: 91-89098-31-5YB53
DEMOCRACY

Other class number: YB.CONFLICT/CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Title: Democracy and deep-rooted conflict: Options for negotiators
Publication info: International IDEA, 1998
Physical descrip: 414 p.
Abstract: This handbook shows how to structure negotiations and design democratic institutions, provides practical advice for policy-makers and political leaders in post-conflict societies and gives an overview of democratic levers (power-sharing formulas, methods of preserving minority rights etc.)
SU CERES: conflicts/conflicts
ISBN: 9189098226
YB623

Other class number: YB.HUMAN RIGHTS
Corporate Author: Council of Cultural Co-operation
Title: Democracy, human rights, minorities: educational and cultural aspects. The emergence of human rights: An anthology
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1997
Abstract: Basic texts that marked the emergence of human rights in eleven countries of Europe (Bulgaria, Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Norway, Poland and Romania).
SU CERES: human rights/droits de l'homme
YB732

Other class number: YB.DEMOCRACY
Personal Author: Milacic, Slobodan (ed.)
Title: La democratie constitutionelle en Europe centrale et orientale. Bilans et perspectives. Colloque international, Bordeaux, 28-30 novembre 1996
Publication info: Bruxelles Bruylant 1998
Physical descrip: 629 p.
Abstract: Thirty papers analysing postcommunist democracies in Central and Eastern Europe.
SU CERES: democracy/democratie
ISBN: 2802711466
YB703

Other class number: YB.DEMOCRACY
Personal Author: Beetham, D.
Title: Democratie. Questions et reponses.
Abstract: Questions and answers about the following questions: basic concepts and principles; free and fair elections; open and accountable government; individual rights and their defence; democratic or civil society; the future of democracy. A basic reference book.
SU CERES: democracy/democratie
Editor/Add. author: Boyle, K.
YB41

Other class number: YB.DEMOCRACY
Personal Author: Lendvai, L. Ferenc (eds.)
Title: Demokracia, pluralizmus, tolerancia. Nyari Egyetem, Miskolc 1996 eloadasai
Publication info: Nemet Nepfoiskolai Szovetseg Nemzetkozi Egyuttm~kodesi Szervezete 1996
Abstract: Proceedings of a seminar on democrac and pluralism.
SU CERES: democracy/democratie
ISBN: 9630474468
YB741
Le droit à un proces equitable. Collection 'Science et technique de lq democratie, No. 28'
Publication info: Strasbourg: Conseil de l'Europe, 2000
Abstract: Reports from a seminar on European constitutional heritage that show the convergence of approaches.
SU CERES: democracy/democratie
ISBN: 92-871-4297-1

Abstract: A teaching manual presenting the interrelation between human rights, and peace, democracy, development, environment, globalisation and information revolution. It analyses obstacles and threats to human rights and suggests ways to overcome them.
SHELVES EYCB ASIS
SU CERES: human rights/droits de l'homme
ISBN: 92-3-103582-7

Introducing democracy. 80 Questions and answers.
Abstract: Questions and answers about the following questions: basic concepts and principles; free and fair elections; open and accountable government; individual rights and their defence; democratic or civil society; the future of democracy. A basic reference book.
Local note: GIFT

On their terms: a youth policy for democracy, justice and a belief in the future - Swedish government bill 1998/99:115
Publication info: Riksdagens tryckeriexpedition, 1999
Abstract: Presents a number of priorities and measures on national youth policy with a focus on democracy, justice, competence and entrepreneurship. Gives opinions on issues related to municipal leisure and cultural policy and describes features of a unified youth policy in the municipalities.
SU CERES: youth policy/politique de la jeunesse
**Pratiki I rekomendacii. Sbornik**

Publication info: Yuz'no-Rossiskiy Resurs Centre, 1999

Physical descrip: 111 p.

SU CERES: democracy/democratie

ISBN: 5900828565

YB551

Language codes: fre

Other class number: YB.5.1

COE class number: H.1.1

Shelf mark: YB.5.1 PER

Personal Author: Perregaux, Christiane

**Title:** Prévenir la xénophobie, le racisme et l'antisémitisme

Publication info: Strasbourg : Conseil de l'Europe, 2000


Series AE Title: (Dossier pédagogique)

Abstract: Presents a body of teaching methods to prevent xenophobia, racism and anti-semitism. Also comments on education for democracy and other basic concepts that promote tolerance. Aimed at those teaching the 11-15 age range.

SU CERES: éducation education

SU CERES: projets d'éducation educational projects

SU CERES: xénophobie xenophobia

SU CERES: antisémitisme antisemitism

SU CERES: ségrégation raciale racial segregation

SU CERES: adolescents adolescents

SU CERES: méthodes pédagogiques teaching methods

SU EET: racisme

SU EET: anti-sémitisme

ISBN: 92-871-4046-4

YB.5.1 PER

Other class number: YB-RELIGION

Personal Author: Gauchet, Marcel

**Title:** La religion dans la democratie: parcours de la laicite

Publication info: Gallimard, 1998

Physical descrip: 127p.

Abstract: The role of religion and secularism in the pluralist French democracy.

SU CERES: religion/religion

ISBN: 070753743

YB671

Other class number: YB.5.1

Shelf mark: YB.5.1 RIG

Corporate Author: European Commission for Democracy through Law

**Title:** The rights to a fair trial. Collection 'Science and technique of democracy, No. 28'

Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000

Physical descrip: 162 p.

Abstract: Reports from a seminar on European constitutional heritage that show the convergence of approaches.

SU CERES: democracy/democratie

ISBN: 92-871-4297-1

YB280

Other class number: YB-WOMEN

Personal Author: Degraef, Veronique

**Title:** Le role des femmes dans un monde interdependant. Rencontre international Democratie et droits de la personne, Lisbonne 5-7 avril 1993.

Publication info: The North-South Centre of the Council of Europe, 1994

Physical descrip: 92 p.

Abstract: Conference on the role of women in society. Topics covered are democracy, traditional and modern values, environment, media, and economic independence.

SU CERES: women/femmes

YB88
Title: The role of women in an interdependent world. Report on an international conference in Lisbon 5-7 April 1993.
Publication info: The North-South Centre of the Council of Europe, 1994
Physical descrip: 92 p.
Abstract: Conference on the role of women in society. Topics covered are democracy, traditional and modern values, environment, media, and economic independence.

Title: Societies in conflict: the contribution of law and democracy to conflict resolution. Sociètes en conflit: la contribution du droit et de la démocratie au règlement des conflits
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000
Abstract: Focusing primarily on the Balkans the authors explore to what extent law can contribute to a peaceful settlement and prevent wide-scale violation of human rights and review the role of the international community.

Title: Transition, reconstruction and stability in south-eastern Europe -- the role of vocational education and training : working document
Publication info: Turin: European Education Foundation, [2000]
Physical descrip: 79 p.
Abstract: Presents the ETF priorities for human resource development in SE Europe. Looks at the content of vocational education and training learning methodologies, and the use of vocational education and training for social inclusion and civic reconstruction. Includes recommendations.

Title: Utazás a nonprofit torveny korú: A kozhasznus szervezetekről szolo torveny hattereről es az eddigi tapasztalatokról
Publication info: Civil Tarsadalom Fejlodesernt Alapitvany, 1999
Physical descrip: 60 p.
Abstract: Studies on the role of non-profit organisations and on the Hungarian non-profit law

Language codes: eng
Corporate Author: European Training Foundation
Title: Transition, reconstruction and stability in south-eastern Europe -- the role of vocational education and training : working document
Publication info: Turin: European Education Foundation, [2000]
Physical descrip: 79 p.
Abstract: Presents the ETF priorities for human resource development in SE Europe. Looks at the content of vocational education and training learning methodologies, and the use of vocational education and training for social inclusion and civic reconstruction. Includes recommendations.

SU Geographical: Balkans

Other class number: YB.CONFLICT/CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Corporate Author: European commission for Democracy through Law
Title: Societies in conflict: the contribution of law and democracy to conflict resolution. Sociètes en conflit: la contribution du droit et de la démocratie au règlement des conflits
Publication info: Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2000
Abstract: Focusing primarily on the Balkans the authors explore to what extent law can contribute to a peaceful settlement and prevent wide-scale violation of human rights and review the role of the international community.

SU CERES: conflicts/conflicts
YB569

Other class number: YB.DEMOCRACY
Title: Tarsadalmi szervezetek a jogalkotasban
Publication info: Tarsasag a Szabadsagjogokert (TASZ), 2000
Physical descrip: 56 p.
Abstract: Studies on the role of non-profit organisations and on the Hungarian non-profit law

SU CERES: democracy/democratie
ISBN: 9630028603
YB516
Websites on intercultural learning


EFIL is the umbrella organisation of 19 European AFS Organisations who organise intercultural stays for young people in a world-wide network. The web-site includes information on EFIL’s activities, on its member organisations and their programs, news, and the Global Education Bulletin.


Country E-thologies is a collection of Internet sites which are organized by country and topics for ease of use into a one-stop on-line country information research environment.


A comprehensive index of multicultural and diversity resource on issues such as age, class, disability, gender, national origin, race and ethnicity, religion and sexual orientation.

Standards: [http://www.colorado.edu/journals/standards/](http://www.colorado.edu/journals/standards/)

The international journal for multicultural studies with volumes on pride, education, resistance, survival and other topics.

In Motion: [http://www.inmotionmagazine.com/](http://www.inmotionmagazine.com/)

In Motion Magazine is a multicultural, online U.S. publication about democracy.


“The very best of” the links to resources in intercultural learning, including ‘Domino’ and ‘Education Pack’ by the Council of Europe’s Directorate of Youth and Sports.

University of Minnesota [http://carla.acad.umn.edu/IS-bibliography.html](http://carla.acad.umn.edu/IS-bibliography.html)

A 1999 bibliography for culture learning, intercultural education and language learning.

The catalogue of an American publishing house specialised in intercultural issues.

North-South Centre: http://www.nscentre.org/

The site of an organisation of the Council of Europe, which provides a framework for European cooperation in raising public awareness on global interdependence issues.


This site makes teaching about the world easier for teachers, by providing high-quality educational packages; homework ideas and activities for children to do on their own; and easy access to educational resources from Oxfam’s extensive educational catalogue.

ADRI (Agence pour le développement des relations interculturelles)
http://www.adri.fr/default2.html

An organisation promoting the integration of immigrant communities in France and the harmonious development of relations between native and foreign populations. They have a resource centre and a training centre, and the site includes a list of relevant links as well.

Interkulturelles Zentrum: http://www.iz.or.at/

We offer support for planning and organizing intercultural school- and youth exchanges. We offer experience, knowhow and international contacts with school and youth organizations. We advise on the various possible sources for financial support for projects.

European Federation for Intercultural Learning (EFIL) - AFS in Europe: http://efil.afs.org/

The Members of EFIL are voluntary, non-governmental, non-profit organisations providing intercultural learning opportunities to help people develop the knowledge, skills and understanding needed to create a more just and peaceful world. EFIL Member Organisations participate in a network of partner organisations with operations covering 56 countries worldwide.

AFS is a non-profit volunteer based educational organization offering exchanges for students, young adults and teachers in over 50 countries around the world.


CIL provides services to determine the gap between an organization’s actual performance and the abilities and competencies required to meet the organization’s mission, strategy and goals. The performance gap is determined by comparing the required abilities and competencies to the existing ones.

AFS intercultural programmes

- International pages of AFS: http://www.afs.org/
- AFS in Belgium
- European Federation of Intercultural Learning: http://efil.afs.org/

American Forum for Global Education: http://www.globaled.org/ It provides assistance to schools, colleges and universities by initiating programs, developing material in global education issue and organising forums.

AskAsia: http://www.askasia.org/ Asia and Asian American themes at elementary and secondary
AskAsia: http://www.askasia.org/  Asia and Asian American themes at elementary and secondary level. You can find: - cultural information - games and activities - links to places, people, institutions - themes area: cultural stereotyping, cultural values - geographical areas: China, Japan, Indonesia, etc.

ATEE: Association for Teacher Education: http://www.atee.org/  Promoting a European dimension. Seminars and conferences are planned.

Canadian Council for Multicultural and Intercultural Education: http://www.ccmie.com/  NGO that promotes respect for cultural diversity, initiates and supports projects and research.

ECRI: European Commission against Racism and Intolerance: http://www.ecri.coe.int/  Combating racism and intolerance. The European Union against intolerance (French and English) - examples of good practice - resources: material produced by the European youth campaign

European Network Against Racism (English): http://www.ennar-eu.org/  (Dutch): http://www.lbr.nl/  : A network that brings together non-governmental organisations of all Europe to establish a common policy to fight intolerance. Sources: campaigns, publications, national activities

ETEN: European Teacher Education Network: The mission of ETEN is to promote: - comparative, professional understanding of schooling - teacher and social educator education.

ESCOTET (English, Spanish): http://www.fiu.edu/~escotet/web/educatio.html  : A source for international and intercultural development education. Links to education, Countries, museums, Latin world, NGOs, world press

IAIE: International Association for Intercultural Education: Development and implementation of intercultural education. Activities in cooperation with EUNIT and the European journal of intercultural studies.

International Bureau of Education: http://www.ibe.unesco.org/  : It is the UNESCO centre for the content of education. You can find: - databanks - publications - international conference on education - international and regional activities

Lancaster University: the interculture project: http://www.lancs.ac.uk/users/interculture/
Example of good practice and some experiences on cultural exchange in the UK: -learning activities -intercultural incidents -raising intercultural awareness -learning to appreciate relativity of culture

Lifelong Education Alternatives and Programmes: http://www.leapnow.org/ provides custom-made time-off and experiential education situations for all ages and backgrounds from a database of over 20,000 internships, apprenticeships, and volunteer options in 129 countries.

Parel stichting Intercultural education http://www.parel.nl/ (site in dutch and english)
-Handbook for international teaching materials, criteria for intercultural learning methods and much more.

a global education Resource for global learning: looking at ourselves and others. Developing global perspectives and promoting cultural awareness

Rethinking school : http://www.rethinkingschools.org/ Born by a group of american teachers,
Rethinking school promotes a multi-racial democracy through education.

The International Education Forum http://www.uta.fi/FAST/Forum/ (Dutch): It provides resources and links to organisations (such as the European association for intercultural education and the European community education servers) and projects about international education.


The Power of Culture (Dutch) http://kvc.minbuza.nl/ -Cultural diversity -our creative diversity,
discussion on UNESCO report -Dutch cultural landscape

Democratic values and cultural diversity: http://culture.coe.fr/postsummit/index.html
Council of Europe postsummit project on education

For democratic citizenship

Anne Frank foundation http://www.annefrank.nl/

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

*European journal on intercultural studies* [http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/](http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/)

*Internet journal of worldnews and north-south affairs* [http://www.dep.org.uk/globalexpress/](http://www.dep.org.uk/globalexpress/)

(dutch version)

*The Journal of Education Issue of language minority students*:

[http://www.ncbe.qwu.edu/miscpubs/jeilms/vol14/chisholm.htm](http://www.ncbe.qwu.edu/miscpubs/jeilms/vol14/chisholm.htm) Preparing teachers for the Multicultural classroom

*Multicultural Education:* [http://www.newhorizons.org/multicultural.html](http://www.newhorizons.org/multicultural.html) articles, bibliography, links...

*Culture shock:* [http://www.faceweb.okanagan.bc.ca/cultureshock/](http://www.faceweb.okanagan.bc.ca/cultureshock/) a fish out of the water

*Cultural diversity at work* [http://www.diversitycentral.com/](http://www.diversitycentral.com/)


**Websites on Participation of young people**


The sites of the Directorate of youth and Sport of the Council of Europe contains a European survey of national on-line data-banks and internet services of interest to young people, information on the European Youth Centres in Strasbourg and Budapest, guidelines of application to the European Youth Foundation, as well as information on youth research and youth policies. It also provides a list of links to national and international youth organisations and useful addresses.

[http://www.youthforum.org](http://www.youthforum.org)

Site of the European Youth Forum, which comprises the National Youth Councils (NYC) and International Non-Governmental Youth Organisations (INGYO) in Europe. The aim of the association is to promote issues relevant to young people in Europe towards the
Council of Europe, the European Union and other policy makers and to support and co-ordinate the work of its member organisations.

http://www.coe.fr/cplre/eng/etxt/echartejeunes.htm
Link to the European Charter on the Participation of Young People in Municipal and Regional Life

http://www.iz.or.at/humanrights/
School Network Human Rights - A project co-ordinated by the Interkulturelles Zentrum, Austria. Teachers and students from 41 countries developed joint projects and agreed on activity plans to find out if human rights are respected - in their schools, in their homes, in their communities. The international projects are on participation, racism & xenophobia, human rights, violence/conflict and violation of children's rights.

The web page of the Council of Europe. Under ‘education’ you can find out about ‘Education for democratic citizenship’, Network for School Links /Exchanges and Human Rights

http://www.iyfnet.org/document.cfm/23
Site of the International Youth Foundation. Presents in-depth discussions on the range of ways young people are involved within child and youth development programs as well as in the broader social, political and economic development of their communities and countries.

http://eyrb.epm.se/aeyrb.htm
A database including bibliographic data on youth research literature from a number of European countries. Data registration began in April 1998. It also contains entries from the Nordic Youth Research Bibliography - NYRIB, Produced by the European Youth Centre, Strasbourg.

http://www.youngaustralians.org/Resources/Youth%20Participation/1.htm
A guide by the Australian Youth Foundation which is intended to assist organisations to develop appropriate strategies to enable young people to participate, learn and share. It has advice on how to include young people in ongoing decision making in your organisation and ensure a genuine partnership between the young people and adults involved.

Report on resolutions of the Rio Summit concerning the participation of children and young people in environmental and developmental issues.
An overview of participation and participatory approaches detailing some of the key issues in the UK and internationally; listing key information sources, and sharing a few pointers on possible courses of action.

Based in London, the Resource Centre at IIED (International Institute for Environment and Development) provides a comprehensive service for those seeking practical information on all aspects of participatory methodologies, with a particular focus on their application and integration into institutional structures. The documentation consists mainly of unpublished literature, case studies and reports, and features material in more than ten languages. The PLA database contains bibliographic information on more than 2000 documents and includes a full index, with abstracts, of the journal PLA Notes.

The Participation Group at the Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex, is working in support of participatory approaches to development. Their major focus is in supporting South-South sharing workshops, exchange visits and information exchange between practitioners, local people, government workers, NGO and donor staff. The Participation Group also convenes action research projects, disseminates writing, provides training and catalyses and supports participation networks around the world. The Participation Group Reading Room at IDS holds a collection of about 3000 documents consisting mainly of unpublished, practical information on participation.

Eldis is a gateway to on-line information on development and the environment, focusing on countries of the South. Eldis makes a qualitative selection of materials and structures it for easy access. It provides an ever increasing number of descriptions and links to a variety of information sources, including WWW and gopher sites, databases, library catalogues, bibliographies, full-text documents, email discussion lists, research project information, map and newspaper collections. Where there is no Internet link available, other information on the availability of databases, CDRoms and other sources is given.

The Eldis Directory of Participation Information Sources is one of the 80 subject guides available on the Eldis site. It offers a structured overview of the subject. Major sources (which include descriptions of organisations, databases and discussion lists) are arranged into useful groups. Searches have also been prepared using a set of appropriate search terms to find on-line materials (including sections of WWW sites) and bibliographical references to printed publications (books, journal articles, working papers, etc.) held in the British Library for Development Studies.
Based in London, the Intermediate Technology Bookshop specialises on development issues, stocking not only IT Publications but also a wide range of complementary publications and is one of the best places in the UK for anyone wishing to purchase books on participatory development.

Site of an international youth movement campaigning for peace.


A US clearinghouse for minors, who are excluded from democracy. It encourages maximum youth participation by presenting success stories, strategies for action, advice for adult allies, and (mostly US-based) resources.

Rich site of an international network of youth participation projects fighting for the end of child prostitution and trafficking

Site focusing on volunteer management. Contains also a rich electronic library of books and articles covering all aspect of volunteerism.

Participation-related discussion lists
Discussion lists allow you to communicate by e-mail (rather than using the world wide web) with other individuals on specific topics of interest. The discussion lists (sometimes called 'listservs') below are all based in 'northern' institutions so discussions and tend to be dominated by individuals based in the developed world. This discussions primarily use english. Despite these limitations, the discussions can provide the user with thousands of possible contacts and a diversity of views, experiences and practical support.

- Action research international
- Arlist-L
- Armnet-L
- Qual-L
- Devmedia
- Participatory Learning and Action Update (New Zealand)
European Citizenship 21 – 31 October - Websites

Citizenship
CIVNET – aimed at civic education practitioners, policy makers, non-governmental organisations promoting global civic education global
http://www.civnet.org/

CIDEM – Civisme et démocratie, French site promoting civic awareness and action. Selection of electronic versions of international texts (see Comprendre, Textes de référence).
http://www.cidem.org/

Intercultural Learning
AFSAI – active in intercultural learning through youth exchanges
http://www.afsai.it/en/

interkulturelles netzwerk e.v. – German youth work site. See their links.
http://www.interkulturelles-netzwerk.de/index.html

European institutions
Council of Europe
http://www.coe.int

European Union
http://europa.eu.int

Platform of European Social NGOs
http://www.socialplatform.org/

FIME – Fédération Internationale des Maisons de l’Europe, contributes towards creating a European citizenship
http://www.fime.org/

European history
European Integration History Index – portal of internet resources to European history after WWII in all languages.
http://www.iue.it/LIB/SISSCO/VL/hist-eur-integration/Index.html

Youth in Europe
ERYICA – European Youth Information and Counselling Agency, seeks to guarantee the right of young people to full and reliable information which promotes their active participation in a democratic society
http://www.eryica.org/

Eurodesk – European network disseminating European information in the education, training and youth fields
http://www.eurodesk.org/

Youth Forum Jeunesse – a consultative body for international institutions on all issues relevant to young people
http://www.youthforum.org/
Youth projects
Défi Jeunes – French government initiative to help young people 15 – 28 start and succeed with their projects in France.
http://www.defijeunes.fr/index.html

Yonet.org -
http://www.yonet.org/

YouthActionNet – ‘seeks to connect, inspire and nurture present and future young leaders’,
http://www.youthactionnet.org/
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